
Class Information Sheet 
PE  

Your child will have  
PE every Friday.  

For the first half term your 
child will be completing gym-

nastics activities during PE. For 
this they will need a pair of 
shorts that they can keep at 

school in their drawer. 

Homework 
The children will have  

spellings that will be sent out 
weekly from your child’s phonics 
group. They will be tested on a 

Friday. Maths and Topic  
related homework will be given 

out when necessary. 

  

Reading 
Please read together  

daily. Your child will be given 
the opportunity to change 

their books on a  weekly basis.  
Please encourage your child to 

visit the local  
library.   

Any other questions please      

contact the school or your child’s 

class teacher.   

 

Dates for the diary 

Monday 13th January 

Parent Workshop - Build-a-

bike. 

Thursday 16th January 

Trip– Transport through time 

 

Dates for the diary 

Wednesday 12th February 

Balance Bikes 

Thursday 13th February 

Sponsored Cycle 

Class Information Sheet 

 Year 1 

Spring Term 

This Term our topic is  ‘What is a  cracking idea?’ This is a History 

based topic. The children will be learning about inventions and how 

they have affected the world we live in.  They will be designing,  

making and evaluating their own inventions based on existing ideas.  

Our Science this term will link to this as the children will be learning 

about materials including their properties and their suitability for 

different uses. We will also investigate how we can change the 

shape of different materials. 



Topic Home Support Sheet–

Key Vocabulary 
Invention A unique idea, device 

or process. 

Past The time before the 

moment of speaking. 

Present A period of time now 

occurring. 

Future Time regarded as still to 

come. 

Bicycle A vehicle with two 

wheels, propelled by 

pedals and steered   

using handlebars. 

Timeline A display of a list of 

events in chronological 

order. 

Design A plan or drawing 

showing the look and 

workings of an object 

before it is made. 

Evaluate To decide on the    

quality, value or         

importance of        

something 

Sticky Knowledge

 The first practically used bicycle was invented by Karl 

van Drais in 1817. It was a nicknamed the 

machine’ as it had no pedals.

 Bicycles have many uses; travel, recreation and sport.  

The average tour de France rider travels at 25

on flat. 

 Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone and 

made his first call March 10th 1876.

 Ada Lovelace invented computer language for the   

mechanical computer invented by Charles Babbage.

 John Venn, born in Hull invented the Venn diagram 

which is a commonly used mathematical tool. He has a 

bridge named after him in the city centre.

Topic Home Support Sheet– ‘What is a cracking idea?’ 

Sticky Knowledge 

The first practically used bicycle was invented by Karl 

van Drais in 1817. It was a nicknamed the ‘running  

as it had no pedals. 

Bicycles have many uses; travel, recreation and sport.  

The average tour de France rider travels at 25-28mph 

Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone and 

made his first call March 10th 1876. 

Ada Lovelace invented computer language for the   

mechanical computer invented by Charles Babbage. 

John Venn, born in Hull invented the Venn diagram 

which is a commonly used mathematical tool. He has a 

bridge named after him in the city centre. 

Bicycle 

• The first pedal bicycle was       

invented  in Scotland by          

Kirkpatrick Macmillan in 1839. 
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